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Programme Overview
Fuelled by results, our flagship programme offers a full trading

curriculum & bespoke tools for a transformative education
experience. With the education, tools, support & data all on hand,

our programme equips you with everything you could possibly need
on your journey to becoming a profitable trader. 

Contact Us
Website
thetradinglab.online

Email
info@thetradinglab.online

Is the programme right for you?
If you’re someone that wants to make consistent profits, either as a
primary or supplementary income source, then this programme is
for you. If you want to be your own boss and have the ability to

work when and where you want with nothing other than a laptop,
then again, this programme is for you. You don’t need prior trading

experience and an economics degree isn’t needed - just a
willingness to work hard and commit yourself to the programme

100%. 

https://thetradinglab.online/
mailto:%20onboarding@thetradinglab.online


What You Get:

Pro Trader
Course
11 information-packed modules teach you a complete data-
validated trading methodology so you can learn from a
seasoned professional with years of real market experience.

The Benefits:
The structure of our course means you can learn the skill of trading quickly.  
We’re seeing even beginners become profitable traders within just months
because of a structured learning environment where they can study as and
when suits them. Unlike most other educators who provide monthly
memberships, we provide lifetime access to our entire course meaning you
can learn around your other commitments. 

A full trading curriculum equipping you with the knowledge & skills to build a
profitable trading business, from the ground up. Over 60 high-quality lessons,
quizzes, action items & learning resources ensure you master our mechanical
rules-based strategy.



Pro Trader Course: Lesson Outline

Module 1
Market Structure & Price Action
‣ Technical Analysis 2.0
‣ Configuring TradingView
‣ The Holy Grail to Market Structure:
Impulses & Corrections
‣ Drawing Structure
‣ Invalidating/Evolving Structure

Module 2
Multiple Time Frame Analysis
‣ The Matrix of the Market
‣ The Higher Time Frames
‣ The Lower Time Frames
‣ MTF Analysis: Summary

Module 3
Risk Management
‣ Why Risk Management is King
‣ The Initial Stop
‣ The 1% & Portfolio Rules
‣ Position Sizing
‣ Correlation

Module 4
Entering The Market
‣  Understanding Order Types
‣ News

Module 5
The Setups
‣ Introduction
‣ Setup A

‣ Setup B
‣ Valid Vs High Probability

Module 6
Trade Management
‣ Trade Management: % Trail
‣ Trade Management: Structure Trail
‣ Hybrid Management
‣ Maximising Profitability: Scaling-in &
Risk Pyramiding
‣ Checklists

Module 7
Journaling & Quantitative Analysis
‣ Journalling
‣ Trade Analyser
‣ Back-Testing & The MSS

Module 8
Routines
‣ Weekend Routine
‣ Daily Routine
‣ Bi-Weekly Self Review

Module 9
Practical Psychology
‣ Why is Good, How is Better
‣ Pillar 1: Dealing With Losses
‣ Pillar 2: Removing the Concept of
Money
‣ Pillar 3: Thinking in Probabilities
‣ Pillar 4: Remaining Relentlessly
Positive



Pro Trader Course: Lesson Outline

Module 10
Your Trading Plan
‣ Building a Winning Trading Plan

Module 11
Next Steps
‣ Next Steps

Module 12
Bonus Module - Optimising
Performance

‣ Introduction
‣ Your Performance Benchmark
‣ Grading Your Trade
‣ Working With Alternative Time
Frames
‣ Advancing Your Trade Plan
‣ Trading Through the Chart
‣ Syncing Multiple Accounts
‣ Eliminating Performance Flaws
Through Self-Education
‣ Optimising Performance in 30 Days



Video Lessons
High quality, step-by-step video lessons
ensure you learn in the most efficient way
possible. Lifetime access means you can
pause, rewind and rewatch as many times
as you need. 

Action Items
Action items are highly practical
‘homework’ style exercises to be
completed at the end of each module.
These tasks ensure you are properly
applying the principles of the module,
allowing you to progress with confidence. 

Quizzes
Each module is concluded with a practical
knowledge test to ensure you are fully
assimilating the material. These quizzes
contain both text and picture-based
questions, highlighting gaps in your
knowledge.

Pro Trader Course: How it Works



I cannot thank The Trading Lab enough
for giving me such an amazing platform

to develop my trading skills and
knowledge. The course provides

lifetime access to an online community
of like-minded traders as well as
comprehensive learning modules

which cover every aspect you will need
to become a consistent and profitable

trader.

When Josh joined our programme in January 2022, he would never have
dreamed that in just 6 short months, he’d be making 5 figure trading profits,

but that’s exactly what happened. Despite joining with no prior trading
experience, using our strategies, Josh was able to rapidly master his skillset,
get FTMO funded and make a £14,000 profit on his first live month! He’s

seen been able to quit his full-time business whilst simultaneously reaching
the number 1 spot for 2 prop firm’s daily profit leaderboards! Josh has also
been an invaluable source of insight within our community Discord channel,

regularly posting his trades and offering constructive feedback to other
members.  

Josh’s Story

Josh: £14k profit on his first live
month!



Bespoke Tools
& Resources
The Trading Lab provides you with a collection of out-the-box,
ready-to-go tools that will take your trading to the next level.
No need to source or pay for third-party tools. Our toolkit
includes everything a professional trader needs. 

What You Get:

The Benefits:
Rather than paying expensive additional fees like most other providers
charge, our tools come as standard. Rather than having to source third-party
tools or attempt to build them yourself, your Trading Lab membership means
you can simply download and start using - freeing up your time to focus on
trading and making profit! 

An out-the-box trader toolkit filled with cutom-built tools. Trade analsyers,
journals & trading plan templates are all included as standard as part of your
membership. 



Unpacking The Tools: Trade Analyser

A breakdown of
your

performance by
each setup. See a summary

of how each of
our rules-based

management
methods

performs for
you. 

Full overview of the
markets you’ve traded. 

Visually see the
frequency of the
markets you’ve

traded. 

Get a complete month
by month breakdown of

your trading results. 

Quickly see
which markets

are most
profitable. 

Quickly see how you trade different time frames, providing key insights
into how you can adjust your trade execution for maximum profit. 

One of the most revered of our tools is the Trade Analyser - a custom-built
spreadsheet breaking down your personal trading data. This tool summarises

all of your performance metrics, providing invaluable insights into your
strengths and weaknesses as a trader as well as highlighting areas of

improvement. 



I recently completed The Trading Lab  
course, and I must say it exceeded my
expectations in every way. This course
has undoubtedly been a game-changer
for my understanding and proficiency

in the forex market.

Brad joined as an unemployed but ambitious 25 year old who, as a new
Father wanted to secure an income that would allow him to provide

financially for his family whilst giving him the time freedom to spend with his
son. Despite having never traded before or having no previous experience,

Brad’s results became a testament to his work ethic and eagerness to master
the skill of trading. Within 4 months of joining, he had secured his first 5k

payout. In the coming months, this was repeated with consistency giving him
the financial freedom and security he so wanted just months before.     

Brad’s Story

Brad: Beginner to £5k months



Global
Community
Trade beside James and other members in the exclusive
member-only Discord channel. Share ideas, ask questions, get
feedback and chat with other like-minded people.

What You Get:

The Benefits:
Don’t go at it alone! By joining our community,
you immediately get access to a mastermind of
traders all on the same mission as you - to
achieve financial freedom through trading. Any
support, motivation, guidance or feedback you
need is only a couple of clicks away. You can
also follow along with the trades of James and
other members as you refine and master your
own skillset. 

A private member-only Discord channel with
James & 100+ members in interacting every
day. You get unlimited access to the channel
with a dedciated Questions channel for any
support or additional guidance you need.



Master Strategy
Spreadsheet
Nothing we teach at The Trading Lab hasn't been rigorously
tested against historical data. As opposed to most trading
educators who just give you their word their strategy works,
we prove it!

What You Get:

The Benefits:
Because we provide the raw data proving the strategy efficacy, you’re able to
trade it with confidence knowing it has a proven statistical edge. Our
database also means no manual backtesting or data collection, simply filter
the data in any way you want to investigate individual components of the
strategy or market characteristics. 

An industry-redefinig database supplying you with the information of every
trade which meets our strategy rules over 10 forex markets. Logged since
May 2020 & updated daily, over 3500+ trades are logged providing a
comprhesnive insight into the methdolofgy performance. 



The MSS: Explained

The MSS, or Master Strategy
Spreadsheets logs each
instance of our trading

strategy, detailing every
component of the trade,
including execution time

frame, time triggered & stop
loss size. This database,

which is updated every day
with new entries means
members can completely
skip the step of manual
back-testing that other

educators often encourage. 

Strategy Effectiveness: Key
Performance Metrics

Strike rate: 72.06%

Average profit: 2.84%

Average stop loss: 23.87 pips

Most traded pair: AUD/USD

Based on data collected from May 2020 to January 2024.
These metrics are based on the tracking of every trade

setup which occurred on 10 forex markets between stated
dates, over a 24 hour period. Members are able to filter

the data including markets shown, time, setups traded and
more to gain a personalised overview of the strategy

performance.  



Trade
Recaps:
See first-hand how
a profitable trader
performs technical
analysis, builds
watchlists &
capitalises on
market
opportunities. See
the strategy applied
in a real, everyday
context, providing a
practical
perspective of its
application.

Pro Trader Course: Other Features

If a professional education, bespoke tools & a global community wasn’t
enough we also provide...

Located within the
Member Dashboard,
the Mastery
Blueprint provides a
series of practical
steps designed to
help members
extract as much
value & to use the
programme in the
most effective way
possible. 

Acknowledge the
successful
completion of the
course with a
personalised
certificate. 

Mastery
Blueprint

Completion
Certificates



I’d been trading 18 months prior to
joining the course and struggled to find

consistency. After the first month of
joining, every single month after has

been profitable, often with double digit
returns. I recently got funded with a
prop firm, making £8,000 in my first

live month! This is really a life-changing
programme. Thanks to James for

putting this together!

Terry’s story mirrors that of many aspiring traders - jumping from educator to
educator only to consistently find himself frustrated due to strategies which
fail to deliver the results promised. However, immediately after joining our
programme, Terry found that our rules-based methods resonated with him
allowing to trade part time alongside his main job. After banking just over

£8K on the first month of his FTMO account, Terry decided to give notice so
he could focus on his trading completely. Now free from the clutches of his

former 9-5, he has been able to dramatically scale his personal trading
account whilst travelling the world. 

Terry: From struggling trader to £8k
prop firm profit

Terry’s Story



Pro Trader Course: FAQ

Will trading be right for me?

If you're seeking to enhance your financial situation, gain more time or
freedom, trading may be a viable option for you. We firmly believe that
virtually anyone can become a successful trader, affording the
opportunity to work remotely, set your own schedule, and potentially
achieve uncapped earnings. 

Absolutely! The course is designed for all trading levels and experiences.

If you have more questions, please email us at
questions@thetradinglab.online 

Can I come from a previous educator or course?

We typically recommend allowing for around 4 weeks but students have
also gone through and mastered the content in half of that time.
Regardless, you will get lifetime access to the course so you can complete
it and refer back to it for as long as you need.

How long does it take to complete the course?

No. Our programme is designed for any experience level.

Do I need experience?

Yes. Lifetime access means you can work through the content as & when
you want at a pace that suits you. Even after learning the methodology,
you are able to apply it & trade around your other life/work
commitments, finding a style that truly harmonises with your life.  

Can I do the programme part time?



Pricing 

The Pro Trader Course is priced at £997. This is a one-off payment which
gives you lifetime access to the entire programme. There are no automatic
subscriptions or additional charges once you’ve joined. After payment, you
will immediately be sent an email with your unique account details. These
will enable you to log in to your member dashboard and get instant access
to the programme. 

Exclusive Offer | 10% OFF with code
BROCHURE2024

If you could invest in a company today which in 6 months
time would pay you many times that each and every

month...would you?

Taking the step to join our programme should be treated as making an
invaluable investment into yourself and your financial future. This

investment could easily be recouped once you’ve gained the skills that this
programme will give you. In fact, many members have made back the initial

programme price and more in their first live month of trading. 

To become a member: Simply go to thetradinglab.online/pro-trader-course
and scroll to the bottom of the page. Use our exclusive code below for an

additional 10% off! 

https://thetradinglab.online/pro-trader-course

